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Introduction 

In September 2005, the College began piloting 
the Freshman Integration and Tracking 
System, or “FIT” as it is commonly known.  
FIT is a student retention initiative developed by 
staff from Humber College, and adapted by Red 
River College to meet its needs. 

After four years, the FIT pilot has involved over 
150 College faculty and almost 2,000 students. 
In the most recent year, the number of students 
and faculty participating has doubled, and now 
includes 26 diploma and certificate programs. 

In the most recent year, the FIT process has 
increased Term 1 student retention rates by 7.25 
percentage points over the comparison group. 

What is the process? 

The FIT system has 3 main components: 

• Assessment – students complete a survey 
within the first 2 weeks of beginning classes. 
The survey enables students to identify 
supports that they would benefit from, and 
captures their opinions about being a first 
year College student.  

• Communication – Feedback is provided to 
students and faculty based on the survey via 
a “Success Plan”, which lists all the College 
supports that match up with the students’ 
self-identified needs.  

• Faculty Academic Advising – a faculty 
adviser from the student’s program meets 
with them to discuss the Success Plan and 
any other academic concerns that the student 
has. Where appropriate, advisors will refer 
students to College supports for assistance.  

Functioning alongside FIT are the College’s 
Support Services, which include: 

• The Learning Assistance Centre  
• Personal and Disability Counseling 
• Advising - Academic, Career and 

Employment, and Financial 
• The Aboriginal Student Support Service 

Centre 
• The Diversity and Immigrant Student Office 

Paths to Success 

In the past year, the College designed and tested 
an alternative to the FIT survey, which it called 
the “Paths to Success” survey. Stylistically, the 
Paths survey differs from the FIT survey in a 
few key ways: 

• It is significantly shorter 
• Questions are tailored to reflect the supports 

available at the College 
• Additional questions on persistence and time 

management were added. 
• Questions on Learning Styles were added 

In September 2005, the College began piloting the Freshman Integration and 
Tracking System, or “FIT” as it is commonly known. The FIT system has 3 parts: 1) a 
student survey; 2 ) a student success plan 3 ) faculty academic advising. In the past year, 
the College designed and tested an alternative, which it called the “Paths to Success” 
survey. In the most recent year, the FIT process has increased Term 1 student retention 
rates by 7.25 percentage points over the comparison group. Given the success to date, the 
College will continue to expand and improve upon this initiative in 2009/10 academic 
year. 
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For the sake of comparability, a set of nine key 
questions were retained from the FIT survey. 

Approximately one-quarter of students 
completed the FIT survey (n=234), while the 
remaining students (n=623) completed the Paths 
survey. 

The Initiative is Working! 

In the past year, the FIT / Paths to Success 
initiative has helped increase Term 1 student 
retention by 7.25% points.  The Term 1 period 
was chosen because of the “critical” nature of 
first term when it comes to student success – 
almost half of all withdrawals happen during this 
period. 

This research has used a “double difference” 
model to measure FIT’s effectiveness.  It 
involves creating both a treatment (FIT/Paths) 
and comparison group based on completion of 
the FIT/Paths survey. The table and chart below 
shows the comparative gains for diploma 
students, relative to a baseline Term 1 retention 
rate (2004). 

Table 1: Double Difference Model 

Term 1 Retention Rate 

FIT/Paths Comparison Double 
Difference 

2004 81.4% 85.0%   
2008 89.4% 85.8%   

Difference 8.0% 0.8% 7.2%
 

As you can see below, the gains for those who 
completed the Paths to Success survey are about 
the same as for those who completed the FIT 
survey. 

 

 

 

 

Chart 1: Overall Success 

 

This initiative has been particularly effective for 
the College’s largest diploma program – 
Business Administration (BA).  

Chart 2: Measuring Success - BA 

 

As you can see in the chart above, the gains in 
this program due to participation in the 
FIT/Paths initiative are consistently 6% points or 
more between participants and non-participants.  
These results are particularly important, as the 
BA program has approximately 450 students, 
and a Term 1 retention rate of 79%. In the past 2 
years, about a third of BA students participated 
each year. 

The Success Plan 

After completing their survey, students receive a 
Success Plan, which helps them connect with 
support services offered at the College. The 
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Success Plan is tailored each individual, based 
on their survey responses.  

Table 2: What supports would you benefit from? 

(% of students saying they'd benefit from the support)

Complete Term 1?  Diff 
Yes 

n=366 
No
N=38 

(Yes‐No) 

Improving study skills  48%  47%  1%

Test taking strategies  42%  42%  0%

Writing essays / reports  40%  26%  14%

Math skills  33%  39%  ‐6%

Financial supports  33%  18%  15%

Managing your time  30%  16%  14%

Memorization  27%  29%  ‐2%

Meeting people  21%  24%  ‐3%

Using a computer  21%  24%  ‐3%

Taking notes  18%  29%  ‐11%

Learning from textbooks  18%  21%  ‐3%

Personal counselling  12%  21%  ‐9%

Housing  7%  16%  ‐9%

RPL / PLAR  7%  13%  ‐6%

EAL supports  7%  8%  ‐1%

Child Care  6%  5%  1%

Disability counselling  4%  8%  ‐4%

Aboriginal supports  5%  0%  5%

 

Table 2 outlines a list of supports from which 
students can identify their need. As you can see, 
about half of all students would like help 
improving their study skills, while about 40% 
would like to get better at test taking.   

Students who complete term 1 are more likely to 
identify a need for writing assistance and time 
management strategies. Students who leave 
early are more likely to identify a need for 
personal supports, such as counseling and 
housing. They’d also like more help with note-
taking. 

Overall, the survey and success plan, serve as 
useful tool for raising awareness among 
students:  

• About half of the students who responded to 
a follow-up survey about the initiative say 
that the Success Plan made them more 
aware of supports offered at the College. 

 
The table also illustrates the limits for 
identifying “at-risk” students using self-
assessment of supports. Students who are 
already academically strong may still identify a 
need for a support in order to help themselves 
improve. Conversely, those most in need may be 
unaware or unwilling to identify an area of need, 
and/or to get the supports they require. 

Building Connections 

All students participating in the FIT/Paths 
initiative are assigned to a Faculty Academic 
Advisor (FAA). The FAA is typically an 
instructor from the students’ program. The FAA 
is meant to answer a student’s academic 
questions and to refer the student to other 
College supports are necessary. 

While all students are supposed to meet with an 
adviser, the process remains a voluntary one. 
Based on a survey of faculty academic advisers, 
approximately 75% of students met with their 
assigned advisor.   

Students were very appreciative of having a 
Faculty Academic Advisor, as almost 90% of 
students said their advisor was helpful. 
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Chart 3: Adviser Rating - Students

 

While students appreciate the support from the 
adviser, some adviser found it difficult to 
arrange to meet with students. 

• About half of the advisers found it “easy” to 
set up a meeting with their students, while 
the other half had some difficulty. 

• About half (49%) said that meeting with 
students took a “bit more time”, while just 
over a third (38%) said that it didn’t add any 
more time. The other 13% said the process 
added a “lot more” to their workload. 

Faculty academic advisers are also provided 
with a copy of the student Success Plan (with the 
students’ consent). For most advisers, the 
Success Plan provided them with a useful 
starting point to their discussions.  About half 
said that the Plan makes them more aware of the 
challenges that students face, and the supports 
that the College offers. 

What makes a successful student? 

The FIT and Paths to Success surveys share a set 
of questions to help identify issues and concerns 
that students may have.   

 

 

 

Table 2:To what extent do you agree / disagree with the 
statements  

(% is “top box” score – i.e. a 4 or 5 on a 5 point scale) 

Complete 
Term 1?  Diff 

Yes  No 
I am very certain that I will obtain a 
College diploma/certificate 

96%  90%  6% 

I may quit my studies at the College 
before I finish my program (Rev) 

95%  84%  11% 

I am very certain that I will complete 
my program in the usual time 

91%  78%  13% 

I usually finish what I start  89%  71%  18% 

Difficulties with finances may mean 
I will have to quit my studies (Rev) 

79%  78%  1% 

I am capable of a B+ (78%) average 
or better in my courses 

77%  67%  10% 

I'd prefer to take this program part‐
time (Rev) 

74%  66%  8% 

I would rather be working full‐time 
than studying right now (Rev) 

71%  58%  13% 

I am able to keep things from piling 
up 

57%  39%  18% 

I feel undecided about what my 
career will be when I finish college 
(Rev) 

54%  54%  0% 

I am not sure what kind of work I’ll 
be doing when I graduate (Rev) 

51%  46%  5% 

Problems in my personal life may 
interfere with my academic success 
(Rev) 

46%  41%  5% 

 

Note: Items that are bolded are on the Paths to 
Success survey only. For the sake of comparability, 
statements worded in the “negative” show the % 
“disagreeing” with them, and are designated by 
“Rev”. 

While there are some differences between 
successful students and early leavers, the two 
groups are surprisingly similar. 

• Almost all students are confident they’ll 
complete their program.  Early leavers are 
slightly less confident about completing 
their program on time, though most (78%) 
believe they will. 

• Early leavers are less likely to say they 
“finish what they start”.  About 89% of 
those who complete Term 1 say they finish 
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what they start, compared to 71% of early 
leavers. 

• There is no difference with respect to 
financial concerns.  About 20% of early 
leavers and completers cite finances as a 
concern. 

• Those who complete Term 1 are more 
confident that they will do well in their 
program (B+ or better).  About 77% of 
completers are confident, compared to 67% 
of early leavers. 

• A higher proportion of early leavers 
would prefer to take their program part-
time.  About a third of early leavers would 
prefer to study part-time, compared to a 
quarter of those who complete Term 1. 

• A higher proportion of early leavers 
would rather be working full-time than 
attending school. About 30% of those who 
complete term 1 would consider working 
full-time instead of College, compared to 
42% of early leavers. 

• Time management is a concern for all 
students.  Only 57% of students who 
complete term 1 say they are “able to keep 
things from piling up”, compared to 39% of 
early leavers. 

• Students have similar career expectations 
following program completion.  About half 
are sure what kind of job / career they’ll 
pursue upon leaving College. 

• Many students report having personal 
problems.  About 60% of early leaver and 
54% of those who complete their program 
are concerned about personal issues. 

Youth are most at-risk 

The most at-risk group of students are those who 
are young (i.e. 19 and under). About 17% of 
students who are 19 or under leave by the end of 
Term 1, compared to 6% of those 20 and older.  
Overall, youth make up 63% of the early 
leavers, despite accounting for only 37% of the 
sample. 

Experience is another factor to consider.  
High school graduates who have been out of 
school for 3 or more years, have similar Term 1 
completion rates to those who have taken post-
secondary studies before entering College. 

Next Steps 

Given the success to date, the College will 
continue to expand and improve upon this 
initiative in 2009/10 academic year. Given the 
performance of the Paths to Success survey, the 
College will adopt this survey instead of the FIT 
survey.  For the upcoming year, the College will 
also pilot an online version of the survey, and it 
will continue to look at ways of improving the 
Success Plan, the advising process, and the 
supports available to students.

 


